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ABSTRACT

Flows through oPen doors can account for a significant part of tolal heatlosses in housing. They can also influence the distñbution oi ¡nooo, air tem-peratures and contaminants within a building. Even at quite small tempera-ture differences ( less than 'l'C) between tna interior and exterior air. buoy-ancy forces are significant and a gravity current f low is established througnan open doorway. This flow may cause a loss of heat due to tne ¡ntrusion ofcold alr along the f loor, or a heat gain in a ref rigerated room. when the
incoming air ftows along the celling.

Afler an inltlal acceleration phase once the door ls opened. lhê f low
takes on a steady lock-exchange character whlch persists uni¡l the advancing
coicj air ln the gravity current front reflects from the end walls and returns to

-the door. After this stage buoyancy driven flows still predominate and con-
tinue until Passageways are filled with incoming air. lf the air enterino the
room is warm it rises as a turbulent ptume and the resulting strarilication is
determined by a 'filling-box' process.
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Experimental data are obtained from small-scale laboratory experiments
using salt and fresh water to model the buoyancy differences between the coldand warm air. ln the f irst series. the flow is nearly two-dimensional.
corresPondlng to lnflow or outflow through an open door at the end or a pas-sage. ln the second series, a door is opened in the cen¡re or a verticalplane separating two fluidg of different density and the consequent three-
dimensional spreading is examined. The resulting flows n¡odel the air
exchange in a large bullding. such as a warehouse.

Theoretical and experimental results from gravity current and lock-
exchange flows ln the laboratory are reviewed, and the results used to shovr
that simple models provide both physical insight and accurate estimates to the
air flows and the associated heat ¡osses (or gains) through open doors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flows through open doors account for a siqnificant oart of totat heattosses in hôusing. Even at quite sman t".;;.;i;;;' 'aifig*ti".r-'i" ''r-J'
degrees) between the interior and exterior air. Uúoyancy forcâs are significantand can establish an exchange flow through an open doorway. This flow maycause a loss of heat dus to the lntruslon of cold air along the floor. or aheat gain ln a cold room, when the incoming air flows ãtong the celting.Density driven llows can also determine the dislribution of indoor air contam-¡nants within a building. ln modern domestic buildings. wlth design heatlosses of around lkw. the temperature differences between rooms can causecomparable heat transfers within the building. An understanding of theseflows is fundamental to efficient building design' and for the comfort and heatthof the occupants.

Heat and mass transfer by natural convection through rectangular open-ings in partitions have been studied by several authors. Brown and Solvason
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( .|962) carried out expoilments wtlh oPenlngs in a vertical partttion lrom
7.5cm to 3Ocm high with arr as the conveclive fluid. FriÞche and Iilienblum
( ì968) measured heat losses at the doors ol a cold room by laboratory
measurements yrith a lutt-size door. Shaw ( ì971). ( 1974) gave a theory for
both natural convection and lorced airllow across an opening in a vertical
partition. suPPorted by experiments in air through 'door size' openings.

This earlier work has concentrated on the steady exchange llow driven by

a lired temperature difference across the opening. ln practical circumstances
the llows are time-dependent. As a door is opened the transient resPonse

takes the f orm of a gravity current of cold air travelling along the f loor into
the warm,ef room. The gravity current is characterised by a leading front or
'head' which is deeper than th€ following flow. lt is this'transient llow which
we concentrate on in this paper. On a longer timescale thè temperature on

thË trvo sides of the doorway changes as a result of the flow. This aspect.
although important. is not addressed here'

ln th¡s pap€r we describe two series ol small-scale laboratory experi-
ments .us¡ng sålt and lresh water to model the buoyancy dilferences between

the cold and warm air. A good understanding of natural ventilation air-flows
through open doors and windows can be obtained by using laboratory experi-
ments in water tanks. lt is possible to obtain the necessary-dynamic similar-
ity by ma¡nta¡n¡ng lhe correct range of the relevant dimensìonless numbers
concerned with viscosity and diffusion' These are

industrial

Reynolds number

Peclet number

( q,H ìY2H

where g' = g*. tryhere g ls the accele vity the
fractionãl oeáfrty difference, v ls tln the The
helght of rhe abor ls H and ( g'H )t' I th cl U

thrõugh the doorway. Using air as the the hese
parameters are smaller by a factor o f ulls the

same temperature difference.

ln experiments it is better to use water rather than air as the working

fluid. with density differences produced by dissolving salt. instead of using

temperature differences. lt is worth noting that a temperâture difference of

3K ln air corresponds to a density difference of about l%. By using water.

a higher Reynolds number and a higher Peclet number can be obtained than

Oy uling air. and using salt avoids any problem of heat losses' The lorm of

tne flows can be visualised simply and effectively by dyes or using the sha-
dowgraph technique. The tatter technique is a very powerf ul vlsualisation
method. and uses the presence of density gradients to outline the boundaries
ol fluids oT different density. ln the present exPsr¡ments a proiector was used

at a distance of roughly 5 metres to lorm a shadow of the flow on a translu-
cent ,screen, and tñe display was recorded by still photography (at regular
preset time intervals) and by video-

ln this paper theoretical and experimental results lrom gravlty current and

lock-exchange'flows in the laboratory are briefly reviewed. and the results

used t0 show that simple theoretical models provide both physical insight and

accurate estimates of the air llows and the associated heat losses (or gains)

through oPen doors.
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2. I Flow Through A Doorway Atono ¿! Passage

After an' initial accelerat
f orm of a grav¡ty current ( se
ls a cho.ked prifice and acts
whlch Fi+fj - 1. where F
and I = '1 .2 'corresponds to t
experiments. and by symmetry, HI : Hz (see fig. ì) and this gives

U = o.s (g'H) Yz

The flow then remains steady unt¡l the adva
reflects from the end wall and returns to the door.

room

Z =0'

ncing gravlty current f ront
After thiS stage buoyancy

(l)
,-.- r

The speed U of the leading edge of the current is constant and is given óy
( t) - see Benjamin ( ì968).

u, P

Fig- I Flow along
a passageway.
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driven flows still predomlnate and continue unl!l the passageway is fitled with
lncoming fluld.

2.2 Flow through a doorway into a room"

Now we will consider the flow through a doorway of width L into a wide
First consider the flux through the doorway itself (see fig. Ð.

H/z
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Fig- 2 verticar section and pran of frow through a doorway-
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Ftg- 3 phoLograph of stmulLaneous plan and elevation of flow of
dense tlui.d (dark) through a doorway. The qrid is at lQcru inLer-
vals in both vlewg
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lf the flow is irrotational then it contracls after passing through the doorway.
with the width of the contraction t given by

r/L tî/(1 + zl ( - o.6r ), (2'

(if L is small compared with the w¡dth of the room: Lamb (1932)).
is no net flow through the doorway then the pressure at the mid-level
everywhere equal. pg say. Then the hydrostatic pressure far to the
the doorway is

Pt = Po*Pgz,

and that on the left is

Pz = Po + ( P + 
^Plgz,

giving 
.a 

pressure difference Àp of

Âp = Lpgz-

lf we assume ldeal flow wlth vs¡ocity V the Bernoulll equation gives

2 &
p

Âg gz-

lf F is the flux to the left (or right) then

F 5 ,!^/tvdz,
o

lf there
z=0 is

right of

v
p2

where t is given by (2).

Thus

F -- rî/(3(rr+z))(g'H)

writlng the reduced gravity g' tor f; S

and in fact

with Cd=O.6ì gives
Ouintiere ì 984) .

Yz HL

As can be seen from the photograph (lig. 3) tlre flow is. however. dissipa-
tive and spreåds out Êjter passing through the door. On dimensional grounds
w€ expect V - (g'H)" and thus. since the area of the door is HL

F - (g'H )Y,HL,

I
a
I

F e (cd/3) (g'H)Yt (ur.) (3)

good agreement with experiments (Steckler. Baum and

The flow emerglng through a doorway lnto a wlde room can be con--' slclered as part of an axisymmetric gravity current. that ls: the spreading out
of a dense flulct in all directions from a point source. Wé will. therefore.
now consider this type of flow. See fig. 4.
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Fig- 4 Plan
of Ídealised

and cross-section
gravÍty current-

P

+

-lf . as is usually the case in practice.
there must be a balance between the
expressed by the relation

¡nertial

h

forces are negligible then
buoyancy forces. This is

the viscous
inertial and

Buoyancy

p\2 - Aggh

where U ls the speed of the advancing front. Further we expect u= x/L.
where x is the foremost point of the advancing cold air (see fig. 4). and t is
the time elapsed since opening the door. and also the total volume of the
density current

)volÈ7Ixh=Qt
is the rate of input of fluicJ) . Substitution ¡nto the force _balance

(where O
gives

]-
4

So. on these simple physical grounds. we expect

I3
x - c( Qg')n tn

where c is a (universal) dimensionless constant.

pxz/Lz - Ap geL/x-

Again writing. g' to. f;S. the advance of the front.-of the cotct air is then
given by ; '

x - (Qg')
3

t4-

t¡
I

(4)

We will use results (3) & (4) in a semi-empirical analysis in coniunction ',

with the results of the experiments below.

P+AP u -->

L-
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f t'q. 5 Four views of the advance of a dense f low along a pas-
tàgehtay in a laboratory experiment- The door height is l0cm andlhc apacing of the verticai lines is l0cm-
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Fig- 6 ¡,teasurements from a seties of experiments similat to that
snówn in fig- S. The poinL @ corresponds to observations made in
Lhe horne of one of the authors '
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3. EXPERIMEI{TS:

3. I fwg.:dlmgAs¡onal !!Qs¿.Íi

The experimenls desCribed here were carried oul in a water tank 3m

long. 0. 5m deep and O. 2m wide. The whole tank is lirst lilled wilh tap

water and. alter the door has been closed. salt is dissolved in the water
'outside the door' to attain the required density dif f erence. ln our experi-
ments this vtas usually between I and 5%. When the door had been

¡emoved the llow lhrough lhe doorway was observed. the f low being made

ìisiUte by dye and by shadowgraph. Fig. 5 shows an example of the flow

through an oPen doorway at the end of a passage'

The classical gravity with a raised head can be
tle mixing between the incoming dense fluid and the
Outside the house at the same time the less dense
up the outer wall and mixing with the surroundings'

Fig. 6 shows some of the experirnental results, plotted on a log/ lo9

scale in non-dimensional lorm. The distance x is non-dimensionþ,ed by the

clepth H of thÊ channel, and the time t by the expression <H/g',l'-. lt can

be seen that the results lie close to a straight line with gradiént 'ì , showing

thãt the velocity U is constg¡t. The experimental result for the uniform sPeed

is [J r (O.4? + O.06) (g'H)72. close to the theoretical value given in ('ì)
Above. Experiments were also carried out with an OPen Stalrcase at the end

of the Passage. At the end of the Passage, the grav¡ty current eventually

filled up all ihe space in the ground floor until the dense fluid reached the

level of the upper floor but no higher. (See the last view in fig. 5).

3.2 Three-dimension¿l Flows

ln order to study flows into wide rooms experiments were carriad out ¡n

an apparatus consisting of a perspex box with a vert¡cal partition across it
tsee'iig. T. Tne vertical partltion contained a doorway with a (vert¡cally)

sliding ãoot. Flows through various doorway sizes are investigated'

The box was filled with water and, with the door shut. salt and dye dis-
solved on one side ol the partition. When the door was oPened the denser
fluid flowed through the door and spread out along the floor of the box as a
gravity current ai can be seen in fig. 3 and a buoyant plume of the lighter
fluid rises oir tne other side ol the partition'

The motion of the warm plume in the cooler room depends on the d¡s-
tance from the toP of the doorway to the ceilihg. When this distance is

small the flow "g"in 
takes the form of a gravity current travelling across the

ceiling. On thJ other hand, ¡f the distance is large a buoyant ptume is

- formeã which produces significant miring within the room. An anatysis of

buoyant plumes lilling spaóes is given by. for example, HuPPert & Worster
198ã. Huppert et al 1986. Tnis ãspect of the llotY ¡s beyond. the scopa of

lhe preseni paper and we will conline ourselves to considering the llow of the
dense fluid along the ground.

we now discuss the quant¡tat¡ve results of these experiments. F¡g . I
shows the results of a typical experiment in which the distance x of the front
of the dense tluict pfottåä against tiqg^t measured from when the door is
opened. The solid curve is a x E5/q curve but in order to lit the experi-
mental points lt ls necessary to shift the x-origin down by a d¡stance D i'e'
behind the door. Therelore the llow aPPears to behave as an axisymmetric
gravity current ( see equation ( 4) ) originating f rom a vertical origin at a

seen. There is verY lit-
lluid within the passage.
lluid can be seen rising
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distance D behind the door (see fig 9). Thus we shall ¡nterpret the resutts
as suggesting that the flow can be considered as a sector of an axisymmetric
gravity current, The observed flow near the door appears to be in agreement
with this hypothesis. The lluld outside the sector cornes from the sþitting ofthe dense flulct from the edge of the sector together wlth mìiing at the edgeof the sector in part caused by eddies shed by the doorway .r well as the
general turbulent nature of the flow.
Fig. I Measurements from a typical
experimenLs of front position (x)
against elapsed time (t).

D
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x
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Fig- 9 Pl_an of f low through a doorwaywith (imaginary) total graiity curr".,L-

and x should be replaced by x +
length xo, and scate time to given

31

ln order to compare the rêsutts w¡th (4)
of the totat (imagined) gravity current l.e.:

Q-nF/ê (ta¡¡O=L/zD,)

we must note that Q ls thê llux

(5)

See figure 9, lf we choose scale

3

D.
by

l
l
a

4 +xo-H L
I

to = (H/g'¡v2 çe¡cdo)3
equaüon (4) can be written as

(x+D!/xo: clL/Lo\a (6)

fig. l0 on a log-log scale to compare
e for c of 0. 92 È 0.04 which is in
designed to study axisymmetric ftow
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To determine
acceleration phase

what thq //angle
to the ttl'curve

at SRce.,s

of spread 0 be we match an
. see fig. 11. Unfortunately we
in th¡s initial phase. However. at

initial
cannot

these
door

at present determine 1|'rReynold's.numbers ( Io-
aspect ratio A = H/L. i.

- ro ).
e.@=

we expect 0 to depend primarily on the
f (A), lt was lound that the expression

@ = O.?5 o.144 (7)

gave an adequate value for e with A between about 0.5 and 2. and there
was no 1þnif icant correlation between 6 and Reynold's number
Re = L(9'H)"/v. This implies that € is smaller for taller/thinner doors as
expected. Also note that in eqn (4) I appears (by ryay of Q from eqn (5))
raised to the (minus) quarter power so errors in ê of ZOVo. say. would give
errors in x of less than 5%. We emphasise that eqn (7, is merely a linear
rePresentation of f(A) for the range of A between 0.5 and 2, with an accu-
racy no better than 10%.

Fig- II Graph of fronL of
gravity current against
time showing initial
acceleration phase þgfore
the f low adopt-s a Lt/*
behaviour -

Initial acceleraLion phase-

It should be noted that the analysls above descrlbes only the broad
nature of the flow and not the full complexity ol ihe flow that is evident frorn
the photographs. lt may not be possible to take this simple þhysical analysis
much further than given above. ln the future vre intend to study the mixing
properties of these llows to determine the resultant stratification.

4. Summarv

These experiments described ln th¡s paper reveal some aspects of the
flow through an open doorway betwesn two regions of different temperatures.
We have concentrated on the transient flow which is generated when the door
is opened. Flow visualisation shows that the flow of cold air into the warm
room takes the form of a gravity current. The speed of advance of the front
of the gravlty current was found to be in agreement with theoretical predic-
uons and was related to the flux of heat through the doorway.

The flow into the cooler room takes the form of a plume of warm air
which rised above the doorway. Allhough this aspect of the exchange flow
has not been discussed in thi; pap€r it is an lntegral part of the heat flow
lrom one room to 'another. A plume mixes very rap-idly with its suiroundings.
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while a gravity currenl mixes r€lativ€ly little. Th¡s asymmetry produces Pro-
found differences in thê longer t6rm on the lhermal statilication that deYeloPs
€ither side ol the doorway. This, ln lurn. will produce significant changes in
the air flow through the doorway from lhose analysed in this paper. These
eflects are the subiect of further study.

The model experiments described in this paper provide a convenient
method of examining these flows, The results show that ¡t is possible to
reproduce full-scale Reynolds and Peclet numbers anct to achieve dynamic
simllarlty using small-scale laboratory apparatus. ln addition, lh¡s tÊchn¡que
allows the possibility ol measuring mixing rates and "heat' flures using con-
ductivity probes to measure salt concentration. These, more detailed ques-
tions. will lorm the basis of luture work.
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